
SatyaRam Sabha Sewa-Pray Form
All information on this form will be kept confidential.

(All the Fields are Mandatory)

Form No: For office use City:______________ State:_________________ Day:________Date:________

Name:________________________________________________  Male         Female

Address:_______________________________________________________________

City:____________________ State:____________________ PIN/ZIP:______________

E-mail:_____________________________________ Date of Birth:________________

Profession:_____________________________________________________________

Mobile:__________________________  Landline:______________________________

Do you have a Guru(Master)?  Yes          No

Your SatyaRam Sewa-Pray?_______________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

From how long you have this problem?_____________________________________________________

Have you ever tried to fix this problem? Yes         No       (If yes, tell us how?)_______________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Are you facing any problems in the areas of Health, Financial, Social, Family, Relationship or other areas?

Yes        No       (If yes, then Share  your problems with us.)______________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Details of the last SatyaRam Sabha attend (if any)  Date:_____________ City:______________________

Have you filled the Sewa-Pray form available on Sewa-Pray page of Sansthan’s Website.(satyaram.org)?

Yes        No       (If yes, then tell us…) Your experience:__________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Have you accommodated the all 6 major SatyaRam Yantras in your House/at your workplace? Yes      No

How can you provide your services to SATYARAM SANSTHAN?__________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Paste
Your

PHOTO



What are the changes you feel should be incorporated in the SatyaRam Sansthan?__________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Donation Amount: (in figures)____________________  (in words)_______________________________

PAN No:____________________ Cash D.D. D.D. No.___________________ Date:____________

Bank Name:____________ City:_____________ State:__________________ Address:_______________




My Proclamation

I am attending the SatyaRam Sabha at my own will. I take full answeability for attending the SatyaRam Sabha, it’s outcome
whatsoever. I will preserve the holiness of the Sabha and keep the proceedings of the Sabha clandestine. I will preserve the
regimentation during the Sabha and I understand that if my observancy is found to be unfair I would be asked to leave the Sabha
and I will be rejected to attending the Sabha again. The donation for the Sabha is voluntary, unredeemable and Non alienable.
Recording the SatyaRam Sabha subject heading and matters by any device or mode is rigidly prohibited. Anyone found doing
recording will be asked to leave the Sabha & his SatyaRam Sabha Sewa-Pray  form will be cancelled.

Name:_________________________ Place:_______________________ Date:_________________
Signature:__________________

Use of Mobile Phone is not allowed inside the Sabha. You are advised to not to carry it with you while attending the Sabha.

“OM HAR HAR MAHADEV”
“SatyaRam-SatyaRam-SatyaRam”


